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Abstract - In this paper, we present a new approach 
for channel coding on unknown or time-varying chan- 
nels. Given a family of possible channel characteris- 
tics, we define a multi-resolution channel code as a sin- 
gle channel coding codebook from which a collection 
of codes of increasing rates are extracted by choosing 
larger and larger nested subsets of the original set of 
codewords. We give an achievable rate region and a 
tight converse. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the problem of channel coding for an unknown or 
time-varying channel. Given a family of possible channel char- 
acteristics, in theory we could design a different channel code 
for each channel in our collection. Assuming knowledge (at 
both the transmitter and the receiver) of the channel in oper- 
ation at communication time, both encoder and decoder could 
choose among the family of codes. The resulting strategy 
would theoretically achieve the capacity of any channel in the 
collection (e.g., [l], [2] and [3]). Unfortunately, this approach 
requires an uncountably infinite collection of channel codes 
when R is uncountably infinite. We define a multi-resolution 
channel code (MRCC) as a single channel coding codebook 
from which a collection of codes of increasing rates are ex- 
tracted by choosing larger and larger nested subsets of the 
original set of codewords. Given a collection n of channels 
and a k e d  set of 2nRmax channel codewords, the MRCC uses 
the first 2"'(') codewords to code at rate r ( 8 )  5 R,,,,, across 
channel 8 E $2. We here consider the set of rate functions r ( - )  
achievable on a fixed class n of channels. MRCCs are similar 
in application to punctured channel codes (e.g., [4]). 
11. PRELIMINARIES 
Consider a class R of memoryless channels with common in- 
put alphabet A and output alphabet B.  For each 8 E n, 
let C(8) and ve denote the capacity and conditional distribu- 
tion of channel 8, respectively. Given R, a positive constant 
&=, and a rate function r : 52 -+ [O,&,,] that is measur- 
able with respect to the Bore1 o-algebra of open subsets on 
$2, a MRCC C, = (3,, fn,gn,r) on n is a single channel code 
defined by a codebook Fn, a measurable encoder fn, and a 
measurable decoder g,. The channel codebook 3, contains 
L2"Rmax J blocklength-n codewords. The codewords are or- 
dered and denoted by F,, = (a"( l ) ,  . . . , U " ( L ~ " ~ ~ ~ ~ J ) } .  The 
channel 8 E R in operation is assumed to be fixed and known 
to the channel code's encoder and decoder during any sin- 
gle channel use. The channel may vary from channel use to 
channel use. For any 8 E 52, the cQde is used at rate r (8)  
on channel 8. The collection Vie' of allowable messages on 
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0 is defined as Vie' = (1, .  . . , L2"'(')]). For any 8 E R, the 
encoder is defined as fn(8,u) = a"(u) for all U E Vi*); the 
corresponding decoder gn(8, -) maps the channel output space 
B" back to the set U?' of allowable messages. For any 8 E R 
and u E Vie),  let I'L') = {y" E B" : gn(8 ,yn)  = U} represent 
the decoding cells associated with U and 8. Then for any class 
0 of channels and MRCC Cn = (Fn, fn ,gn,rn) ,  we define the 
average probability of error of C, on 0 with respect to 0 as 
r 1 
where /3 is an arbitrary distribution on $2. 
A (~2"RmaxJ,n,r(.),r)-block MRCC for (alp) is defined 
as a MRCC Cn = (Fn, fn,gn,r) with P,',"B(C,,R) 5 e. For 
any R,,, < 00, we call the rate function T : 52 -+ [O,RmX] 
achievable on R if for any distribution 0 there exists a se- 
quence of ( L2nRmaxJ , n ,  rn ( . ) ,  €,)-block MRCCs with respect 
to p on n such that limn+w rn(8) = r ( 8 )  for each 8 E 52 and 
111. RESULTS 
Theorem 1 If R is a collection of stationary, memoryless 
channels such that maxeen C(8)  < 00, then 
limn+- en = 0. 
.(e) = c(e) ve E n 
i s  achievable if one of the following holds: ( 1 )  n is finite; (2)  
the channel input alphabet is finite; (3) the optimal input dis- 
tribution for each 8 E 0, has a bounded derivative and power. 
Theorem 2 If R is a collection of stationary, memoryless 
channels such that maxecn C(8)  < 03 and the power budget i s  
P(8)  for any 8 E st, then 
.(e) = c(e) ve E n 
is achievable if one of the following holds: (1) R is finite; (2) 
the channel input alphabet is finite; (3) for each 8 E 0, pe(x) ,  
the optimal input distribution for channel 8 has a bounded 
derivative and for any e > 0 ,  there exists an Sa such that 
J,r,,S, lape(g)dz < 6-  
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